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<a photo> of <Disneyland> from <online image search>

<a photo> of <me and my family at Disneyland > 
from <personal album>

<an emoji> of <happy face> from <emoji search>

“Me and my family went to Disneyland, it was so fun!”

<a map> of <Los Angeles> from <online image search>

“So where do you wnat to visit in LA?”

...

“You know, the triangle building in 
  San Francisco.”

“We spent our weekend in Yosemite”

“Tokyo is located in the Kanto 
region of Japan”

Figure 1: Visual Captions is a real-time system that suggests relevant visuals in conversations. We contribute (A) VC1.5K, a
crowdsourced dataset that contains 1595 quadruples of language, visual content, type, and source; (B) a visual predictionmodel
fine-tuned on GPT-3 to suggest relevant visuals, and (C) Visual Captions interface that allows users to share visuals on-the-fly
in video conferences.

ABSTRACT
Video conferencing solutions like Zoom, Google Meet, and Mi-
crosoft Teams are becoming increasingly popular for facilitating
conversations, and recent advancements such as live captioning
help people better understand each other. We believe that the addi-
tion of visuals based on the context of conversations could further
improve comprehension of complex or unfamiliar concepts. To
explore the potential of such capabilities, we conducted a forma-
tive study through remote interviews (N=10) and crowdsourced
a dataset of over 1500 sentence-visual pairs across a wide range
of contexts. These insights informed Visual Captions, a real-time
system that integrates with a video conferencing platform to enrich
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verbal communication. Visual Captions leverages a fine-tuned large
language model to proactively suggest relevant visuals in open-
vocabulary conversations. We present findings from a lab study
(N=26) and an in-the-wild case study (N=10), demonstrating how
Visual Captions can help improve communication through visual
augmentation in various scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent computer-mediated systems are increasingly facilitating
verbal communication, which is often the predominant mode of
communication [3, 49]. Platforms like Google Meet, Zoom, and
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Microsoft Teams, have been widely adopted and provided capa-
bilities such as live captioning and noise cancellation to facilitate
conversations.

While such tools help people understand each other better, we
envision that visual augmentations that leverage the semantics of
spoken language could also be helpful, especially for conveying
complex, nuanced, and unfamiliar information. People are already
using visual aids to provide additional context and clarification
in daily conversations. For example, when talking about a recent
trip, people may use photos from their album to help their listeners
follow along. Similarly, when describing a new restaurant to a
friend, one might say “it’s a small place with a lot of character”
and then search for a picture online to show what the place looks
like. Research has shown that people learn more effectively from
videos than from audio-only versions of the same material [22,
29, 47], and prefer podcasts [51] and stories [25] with visuals over
those without. The Multi-modal Phenomena [30, 44, 46] and the
Principle of Inverse Effectiveness [45] have also proved that the
human sensory system has a superadditive effect when responding
to stimulus from multiple, simultaneous modalities. As the adage
goes, “a picture is worth a thousand words”.

Prior research has proposed various automated text-to-visual
systems, that can automatically transform audio-only content into
audiovisual content [25, 51], and create realistic images and art
from natural language [32, 54]. However, augmenting synchronous
human-human verbal communication with visuals presents unique
challenges that have not been addressed by these systems.

First, the input is a continuous stream of conversation, rather
than a discrete textual description of the visual, requiring the sys-
tem to go beyond keyword-based approaches, like named entity
detection, to understand the implicit intent of what people want to
show in the context. Second, when people are actively engaged in
conversation, they have limited cognitive resources to interact with
AI prompts and results, making it necessary for the interaction to
be subtle and minimal to avoid disrupting the conversation. Third,
without a real-time system deployed, it is difficult to study how
people could interact with and benefit from visuals in real conver-
sations, and how such systems would impact their communication.

In this work, we introduce Visual Captions, a system designed to
address the challenges of augmenting synchronous human-human
verbal communication with visuals. Visual Captions automatically
predicts the “visual intent” of a conversation, or or the visuals that
people would like to show at the moment of their conversation,
and suggests them for users to immediately select and display. We
conducted two rounds of formative studies with 10 participants and
collected, annotated, and analyzed over 1,500 dialogues from 246
crowdworkers to understand the interest in such capabilities. Using
this dataset, we trained an accurate, robust, and open-vocabulary
language model to predict “visual intents” in conversations, achiev-
ing an 86.59% validation token accuracy. Based on the language
model, we implemented Visual Captions as a user-customizable
Chrome plugin with three levels of AI proactivity: Auto-display (AI
autonomously adds visuals), Auto-suggest (AI proactively recom-
mends visuals), and On-demand-suggest (AI suggests visuals when
prompted).

We evaluated Visual Captions with 20 participants in a con-
trolled lab study where participants chatted casually in four dif-
ferent scenarios, Participants found real-time visuals facilitated
live conversations in multiple ways, including helping to explain
and understand unfamiliar concepts, clarify language ambiguities,
and make conversations more engaging. Participants also reported
diverging preferences in how to interact with the AI in-situ. We
also conducted a two-week in-the-wild deployment study with
10 participants to allow people to use the system in their every-
day conversations. Participants reported that different levels of
AI proactivity in Visual Captions were preferred in various social
scenarios.

In summary, we contribute:

• A dataset of 1595 visual intents collected from 246 crowd
workers, covering 15 categories of topics.

• A design space for real-time visual augmentation of verbal
communication, derived from findings from two brainstorm-
ing sessions in a formative study (N=10).

• A visual intent model that predicts the type, source, and
content for the visuals that people may want to display in
conversations.

• Visual Captions, an open-source Chrome plugin for real-time
augmented visuals in video conferencing products1.

• Results from a user study (N=26) and a deployment study
(N=10) that demonstrates the potential benefits of using
visuals to augment conversations.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is inspired by prior research in automatic text-to-visual
enhancement, proactive AI agents, and augmented communication.

2.1 Text-to-Visual Systems
Researchers have developed various computational techniques to
use visual materials to support text-based contents [24, 36, 37, 40, 52,
56]. Early work enhanced emails by suggesting relevant personal
photos related to the email topics [23]. As text chats became more
common, real-time suggestions were developed to assist users in
adding illustrations [21], images [10], and animated graphics [27,
50, 55]. For a comprehensive review of text-to-visual systems, we
refer readers to the surveys by Hassani et al. [15] and Zakraoui et
al. [53].

Recent research in HCI converts text articles to audio-visual
slideshows [7, 25] and automatically generates visuals for travel
podcasts [51] that consider sequential presentation and storytelling.
When the source documents contain multimedia materials, auto-
matic methods could crop, zoom, or loop images and videos to
enhance text content [8, 9]. These methods demonstrated novel
approaches for enriching text-driven experiences. Our work builds
on these systems but for face-to-face conversations, and providing
real-time visuals relevant to the spoken content.

1Visual Captions is open-sourced at: https://liubruce.me/visual_captions and https:
//github.com/google/archat
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2.2 Proactive and Continuous AI Agent
Prior literature has investigated both proactive and continuous AI
agents. In 1996, Rhodes et al. [39] propose one of the earliest sys-
tem for continuously providing relevant information by monitoring
human activities. However, AI is never perfect in real-world de-
ployment [23]. Meurisch et al. [31] present an in-the-wild study of
proactivity levels in voice-controlled assistants. Andolina et al. [2]
present SearchBot, which provides continuous recommendations
of related documents and entities in a non-intrusive way [1] during
voice conversations. Their work leveraged Google’s Cloud Natural
Language API for extracting recognized entities from the tran-
scripts. In contrast to their work, our system fine-tuned a large
language models and better understand conversations with visual
intent. We elaborate the differences between our approach and
key-word based approach in Section 5.

In addition, mixed-initiative interactions, where both the user
and the computer can initiate actions and take turns controlling
the flow of the interaction, have been a topic of interest in HCI
research. Horvitz et al. [19] reviewed critical factors for the effective
integration of human and AI. Our work is inspired by prior research
in mixed-initiative interaction and proactive AI. We provide three
levels of AI proactivity and investigate the effects of these levels on
users’ perception and acceptance of the AI agent in a real-world set-
ting. In addition, we study people’s preferences on mixed-initiative
interactions when they are actively engaged in conversations that
limit their cognitive load and interaction bandwidth.

2.3 Augmented Communication
Our work is related to systems that augment verbal communication
with text, interactive graphics, and computer-assisted actions. With
recent advances of real-time machine learning techniques and wear-
able displays, there is a grouping trend of integrating augmented
communication in everyday conversations [17]. Lyons et al. [28]
propose Dual–purpose Speech, which automatically use speech to
navigate a user’s calendar, save transient information, and create
asynchronous tasks. Saquib et al. [42] enable interactive presen-
tations with body-driven graphics, by mapping a variety of body
movements to a wide range of graphical manipulations beforehand.
Müller et al. [33] present Cloudbits, which interactively renders
calendar, emails, hotel, and restaurant during conversations via a
Wizard-of-Oz study on an HMD. Peng et al. [35] present SpeechBub-
bles, a real-time speech-to-text system that associates utterances
with speakers. Their studies show that participants significantly
prefer their layout over traditional captions. Ogawa et al. [34] pro-
pose a smartwatch-based approach to suggesting topics in casual
conversations. Social messaging apps like Snapchat and Facebook
Messenger also suggest pre-defined stickers and emojis through
keyword detection.

Visual Captions instead uses a fine-tuned large language model
to proactively suggest relevant visuals in open-vocabulary conver-
sations. Our system provide personalized visuals in real-time that
are tailored to the specific context. To the best of our knowledge,
Visual Captions is the first real-time system trying to understand
user’s visual intent, suggest relevant visual content, source, type,
offers different levels of proactivity, and gets deployed in the wild
without the limitation of pre-scripted conversations.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
To understand how people would like to augment their speech
with on-the-fly visuals, we conducted two brainstorming sessions.
These results informed a design space for visually augmenting
conversations.

3.1 Procedure
We recruited 10 participants via group email invitations and inter-
nal communication channels in Google. Participants had various
technical and non-technical backgrounds, including software engi-
neers, researchers, UX designers, visual artists, students, etc. We
held one-hour brainstorming sessions with two groups of five par-
ticipants. In each session, we introduced the low-fidelity prototypes
of the envisioned system, followed by video demos of the existing
text-to-image systems. Participants then brainstormed ideas on a
digital white board based on three prompts: (1) What are some sce-
narios where you could imagine using real-time visuals to augment
conversations? (2) What types of visuals would you like to add in
conversations? (3) How would you like to present and interact with
the visuals?

3.2 Design Space for Augmenting Verbal
Communication with Visuals

Two researchers organized participants’ responses with the affinity
diagram approach. Informed by the set of low-level and high-level
themes derived, we developed a design space for systems that aug-
ment verbal communication with visuals. We followed the design
space analysis methods [6] and held iterative discussion sessions.
We identified eight key dimensions as detailed in Figure 2.
D1. Temporal. To augment verbal communication with visuals,
systems can be either synchronous or asynchronous. The majority of
prior systems provides augmentations asynchronously. Users either
have to set up corresponding visuals before (e.g., pre-configure vi-
suals for an upcoming presentation, and trigger visuals by gestures
and keywords [42]), or select and edit visuals after the text is com-
posed [25, 51]. Our system falls in the paradigm of synchronous
augmentation, where users select appropriate visuals on-the-fly
while engaging in conversations.
D2. Subject. Visual augmentations of spoken language can either
be used by the speaker to express their ideas (visualize their own
speech) or by the listener to understand others (visualize others’
speech). The majority of prior art in this domain falls under the
former paradigm, where speakers select and design corresponding
visuals to support their speech. In our system, we aim to support
both subjects and allow all parties to visually supplement their own
speech and ideas.
D3. Visual. Participants in our formative study wish to augment
speech using a variety of visuals. We identified three main aspects
to consider when providing visual augmentations:

(1) Visual Content — what information to be visualized? A seg-
ment of speech contains different information that can be visualized.
For example, consider the statement “I went to Disneyland with my
family last weekend”. One could visualize the generic term Disney-
land, a picture of I, or more specific, contextual information such
as me and my family at Disneyland. The system should be able to
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Generating Visuals

Synchronous Asynchronous

Real-time: Generating visuals 
                    on-the-fly

Pre-edit:  Configure visuals beforehand Post-hoc:  Edit visuals afterwards
Related Work:  Body Driven Graphic [42] Related Work:  CrossCast [52]

Audio Visual Slideshows [24]

Express Understand

Visualize one’s own speech Visualize others’ speech

Visual Content Visual Type Visual Source

Generic 

Abstract Concrete

Personal Online Search

Interaction with Visuals

One-to-one One-to-many Many-to-many Co-located Remote Private Shared

Human-controlled Fully Automatic

Speech Gesture Facial
Expression

Gaze Input Device

An interesting walk from Shinjuku, is to 
Harajuku, and you pass the famous 
Shibuya crossing... see these crowds... 
over take this interaction.

King Kamehameha II marked a new era by 
ending traditional practices in 1819.

We went to the Glaciers Point last weekends.
Ah, as you can see, the landscape is really awesome and gorgeous.

Social Media Knowledge Base

Public

Body

1 Temporal 2 Subject

3 Visual

4 Scale 5 Space 6 Privacy

7 Initiation 8 Interaction

Personal Public

Emoji/SymbolVisual Effects Image Gifs/Video 3D ModelContextual

Auto-displayAuto-suggestOn-demand-suggest

Figure 2: Design space for augmenting verbal communicationwith visuals. Visual Captions focuses on generating synchronous
captions with a wide range of visual content, type, and sources. Our lab study allows users to express oneself in one-to-one
remote conversations, while we deploy Visual Captions in the wild to explore one-to-many (when a single individual sends
messages to a large audience, e.g., giving a presentation) and many-to-many (when multiple people communicate with each
other simultaneously, e.g., group social event) scenarios. Visual Captions also provides three levels of AI proactivity to accom-
modate different interaction preferences.

disambiguate the most critical and relevant information to visualize
in the current context.

(2) Visual Type — how should the visual be presented? There are
often multiple ways to present a visual, ranging from abstract to
concrete. For example, the term Disneyland could be visualized
as: an icon of Disneyland, a photo of Disneyland, an interactive
3D map of Disneyland, or a video of people riding a roller-coaster.
While visuals may have similar meaning, they can evoke different
levels of attention and provide different levels of detail.

(3) Visual Source — where the visual should be retrieved from?
Different sources can be utilized for the visual augmentations, in-
cluding both personal and public assets. One might want to retrieve
personal photos from one’s own phone, or public images from

the internet. While personal photos provide more contextual and
specific information, images from the internet can provide more
generic information with less privacy concerns.

Our system leverages a large language model optimized to con-
sider the context of conversations, and identify themost appropriate
visual content, type and source to suggest.
D4. Scale & D5. Space. Visual augmentations could be used in
various communication scenarios, including one-on-one meetings,
one-to-many lectures and many-to-many discussions. The number
of participants and their location (e.g. in-person v.s. remote) can
greatly affect best practices for such visual augmentations. We
developed Visual Captions for existing video conferencing software
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Use Cases & Scenarios #P

Education and Lectures
• Math&Sciences: “A math teacher demonstrates an orientational relationship between objects.”
• History: “History teachers could present Napolean when it comes to famous battles in Waterloo.”
• Language Learning: “Visualize unfamiliar words when learning a new language”

10

Casual Chats
• Introducing Pets: “When talking about my dog show a picture for introduction.”
• Unknown Dishes: “When Ordering food at a Japanese Restaurant, see what a Sukiyaki is.”
• Movie Information: “Show movie posters when talking about recent movies.”

10

Storytelling
• 3D Animals: “When telling a story to children, display 3D models of animals”

3

Business and Utility
• Visual Navigation: “Show directions with images of buildings.”
• People’s Names: “Visualize people’s profile in meetings.”
• Mind Map Search: “Have idea of something in mind but forgot - work with AI to find right imagery.”

8

Creativity
• Project Brainstorming: “Provide immediate visual materials for brainstorming to spur creativity.”
• New Topics: “Expand upon visuals to find new topics.”

5

How Real-time Visuals Help #P

Information 10

Clarification 10

Engagement 6

5

5

Provide and receive more information and new knowledge

Resolve ambiguity and misunderstandings

Make verbal communication richer and more interesting

Accessibility

Inspiration

Easier to understand for people with disabilities / with language barriers 

Provide new topics and move the conversation forward

8Search Quickly retrieve visuals from online search or photo album

2Memorization Better memoriza content based on visuals

Figure 3: From our formative study, participants reported a number of use cases of Visual Captions and how visuals would
facilitate communication. We list the reported themes and the number of participants who mentioned the theme (#P).

to augment meetings at different scales, supporting one-on-one,
one-to-many, many-to-many scenarios.
D6. Privacy. Visual augmentations should take privacy into con-
sideration right at the beginning and allow users to select among
multiple privacy options: 1) Privately shown visuals are only pre-
sented to the speaker, invisible to any audience. 2) Publicly shown
visuals are presented to everyone in the conversation. 3) In-between,
the visuals can be selectively presented to a subset of audiences. We
provide speakers with options 1) and 2) and to privately preview
the visualizations before displaying them to the audiences. Listen-
ers could also use our system to privately see the visuals based on
speech they hear.
D7. Initiation. 6 participants in our formative study wanted the
least efforts to generate visuals during the conversation, and there-
fore prefer having the system proactively providing visual aug-
mentations without user interaction. However, other participants
would like to have more control over the visuals, including when to
trigger them and what to show. To meet these different preferences,
we designed three levels of AI proactivity: on-demand-suggest,
auto-suggest, and auto-display.
D8. Interaction Participants mentioned six domains of potential
interactions: speech (e.g., “let’s show an image here” ), gesture (e.g.,
pinch), body pose (e.g., waving hands), facial expression (e.g., to
trigger emojis), gaze (e.g., for selecting visuals from suggestions),
and custom input devices (e.g., a controller). We support traditional
input devices (e.g., keyboard, mouse, and touch screens) given their
universal use in video conferencing. In Visual Captions, we trigger
visual generation by understanding the language via speech-to-text
engines or by user pressing the space bar. In the future, we can
expand capabilities to enable interaction with body pose, facial
expressions, and other devices.

During the session, participants discussed various potential use
cases for Visual Captions and how they believe it would be help-
ful (Figure 3). Many participants expressed a desire to use Visual
Captions for educational and casual scenarios, and said that they

Figure 4: Crowdsourcing interface on MTurk we designed
to collect dataset about people’s preferences in augmenting
verbal communication with visuals. In the crowdsourcing
task, participants were asked to suggest visuals to supple-
ment the last sentence in the conversations. We also show
the previous sentence under Previous.

would appreciate the addition of visuals to make conversations
more informative and clear.

4 VC1.5K DATASET
To further understand how people would prefer to augment their
verbal communication with visuals, or their visual intents, we col-
lected a dataset of 1595 sentence-visual pairs across a wide range
of contexts. The VC1.5K dataset is available at: https://liubruce.me/
visual_captions.

4.1 Data Collection
We collected a total of 1922 sentences (transcribed speech) from 42
YouTube videos (1201 sentences) and the DailyDialog dataset [26]
(721 sentences). We manually categorized each video source and

https://liubruce.me/visual_captions
https://liubruce.me/visual_captions
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Figure 5: Distribution of the crowdworkers’ responses of the
appropriate visual sources and types.

added a brief description of its context (e.g., best electronic products
in 2021). Videos were selected from various topics (Figure 15) rang-
ing from tour guide, lectures to documentaries etc. For each video,
we downloaded its automatic captions and segmented the tran-
scriptions into sentences using NLTK’s Sentence Tokenizer2. Our
dataset has few errors in sentence segmentation because all cap-
tions contain punctuation. We observed some short sentences (e.g.
“Pop!” ), and mitigate this by also providing the previous sentence in
both the labeling and training process.

We then crowdsourced visual intents through Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk (MTurk). We provided specific task instruction and ex-
amples to crowdworkers before they start the task (Figure 13). For
each annotation, we provided a short description of the video con-
text, as well as the previous two sentences of the conversation. The
crowdworkers were asked to “Detemine what visual content could
be shown to supplement the last sentence, given context and previous
conversation”, and write their answer in the format of Visual Type
of Information To Visualize. We additionally asked crowdworkers
to select an appropriate visual type and visual source from a list
of categories we identified from our formative study (Figure 4).
Crowdworkers were allowed to submit multiple visuals per sen-
tence. If there was no relevant visual content, they were asked to
submit “none”. Each sentence was annotated by 4 different crowd-
workers, and workers were allowed to work on multiple HITs. We
selected workers to be within the United States and have a history
approval rate beyond 95%. We paid crowdworkers $0.15 for each
HIT completed. A total of 246 unique crowdworkers were employed.

We post-processed the raw data to ensure that the annotations
were in the correct format and that the crowdworker responseswere
2NLTK’s Sentence Tokenizer: https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html

Figure 6: Model performance over 1500 steps.

consistent. Specifically, we checked that the visual type mentioned
in the answers matched the visual type selected by the worker. We
rejected and republished any tasks that did not pass these quality
checks.

As our goal is to obtain a ground truth for what people want to
show visually, we combined crowdworker responses by sentence
similarity. Specifically, we first removed all the English stop-words
and punctuations, and used NLTK’s WordNetLemmatizer3 to lem-
matize the remaining words and transformed all the words to low-
ercase. We then used SentenceTransformers [38] to compute two
sentences’ similarity. We consider two visual intents to be the same
if their similarity score is greater than 0.85. After merging, 1595
sentences in our dataset have visual intents agreed by at least two
crowdworkers, and 682 sentences by at least three crowdworkers.
We removed all the sentences with less than two agreed visual
intents. The final dataset (VC1.5K) consists of 1595 examples. We
visualize the distribution of visual sources (Figure 5), and visual
types (Figure 5) crowdworkers annotated.

5 MODEL
We trained a visual intent prediction model that predicts what vi-
suals would be appropriate to show to supplement the ongoing
conversation. After experimenting with different methods, includ-
ing named entity detection, emotion analysis, and knowledge graph
search, we used GPT-3 [5] fine-tuned with our VC1.5K dataset. This
allows for a contextual system that can work on a range of topics
without needing to be trained on specific vocabulary. We describe
our training process, empirical analysis of model capabilities, and a
technical evaluation.

5.1 Visual Intent Prediction Model
For training, we parsed each response into the format of “<Visual
Type> of <Visual Content> from <Visual Source>”. This serves
as the label of our model. If there are more than one eligible la-
bel, we concatenate all responses together with a separator “;”. If
crowdworkers did not annotate any visuals for the sentence, we
label “none”. The prompt for each example is set to the previous two
sentences in the text data. We additionally added a fixed separator,

3https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/stem/wordnet.html

https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html
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Figure 7: Technical evaluation results of the visual predic-
tion model rated by crowdworkers.

“→”, to inform the model when the prompt ends and the comple-
tion begins; and a fixed stop sequence, “\n”, to indicate when the
completion for the current example ends. In summary, we template
the training data as:

{“prompt”: “<Previous Two Sentences> →”,
“completion”:
“<Visual Type 1> of <Visual Content 1> from
<Visual Source 1>;
<Visual Type 2> of <Visual Content 2> from
<Visual Source 2>;
...
\𝑛”}

We used 1276 (80%) examples for training and validation, the
remaining 319 (20%) examples as test data. Data in each of the train-
ing, validation and test sets were selected from different videos to
prevent overlaps. We fine-tuned the text-davinci-002model4 for
4 epochs with a batch size of 8, at a learning rate of 0.05. API access
to our model is available at https://liubruce.me/visual_captions.

We measured the performance of the fine-tuned model with the
token accuracy metric, i.e., the percentage of tokens in a batch that
were correctly predicted by the model. In the process of training
we did not perform any hyper-parameter optimization. During
training, ourmodel reached a training token accuracy of 96.81%, and
a validation token accuracy of 86.59% (Figure 6). We additionally
evaluated the categorical prediction accuracy of visual type and
visual source on the test set. Our model reached an 87.6% accuracy
for visual type and an 86.1% accuracy for visual source predictions.

5.2 Technical Evaluation
To better understand the generality of our model and the quality
of visual suggestions, we conducted a technical evaluation with
crowdworkers recruited on MTurk. We first generated visuals for
the out-of-bag test dataset using our model. 282 visuals were gener-
ated from the 266 (out of 319 sentences in total) examples that had
at least one visual suggestion (i.e., not “none”). In this evaluation,
we retrieved all visuals online, and provided crowdworkers with
the original sentence, predicted visual content, visual type, and vi-
sual source. We asked crowdworkers to rate the visual suggestions
on four dimensions using a 7-point Likert-scale from 1–Strongly
Disagree to 7–Strongly Agree. Questions are listed in Appendix sub-
section C.1 Each example was evaluated by three crowdworkers (a
4OpenAI’s Fine-tuning API: https://beta.openai.com/docs/guides/fine-tuning

total of 846 tasks). As an attention test, we also asked crowdworkers
to briefly explain their reason for the first question. We examined
crowdworkers’ responses, rejected and republished 139 low quality
results that were too short, ambiguous, or irrelevant. We selected
workers with approval rates over 95% and a US-based location, and
paid them $0.30 per task completed. A total of 89 workers were
employed.

Overall, our model and visual suggestion pipeline produced desir-
able visuals (Figure 7). Crowdworkers rated the statement “I would
like to display the visual when having the conversation (Q1)” with a
greater than or equal to 5–Somewhat Agree 83% of the time. They
consider the displayed visuals to be useful and informative (Q2, 82%
≥ 5–Somewhat Agree), high-quality (Q3, 82% ≥ 5–Somewhat Agree),
and relevant to the original speech (Q4, 84% ≥ 5–Somewhat Agree).
In addition, crowdworkers found the predicted visual type (Q5, 87%
≥ 5–Somewhat Agree) and visual source (Q6, 86% ≥ 5–Somewhat
Agree) to be accurate given the context of the corresponding con-
versation.

5.3 Visual Suggestion Examples
We analyzed a subset of our visual intent prediction model’s results
on the test set and qualitatively showcase some examples in Fig-
ure 8. The model demonstrates good performance and consistency
across different topics. It understands the context of a sentence
and recommend different visual types, content, and sources based
on that context. It also suggests multiple visuals if there are multi-
ple visual intents in a sentence, and can retrieve accurate visuals
for ambiguous descriptions. These behaviors were encoded in our
collected dataset and training process. In our test dataset, 27 out
of 319 sentences have multiple visual suggestions. In future, we
would explore training our model on a wider range of visual intents,
estimating the importance/appropriateness scores of visuals and
allowing users to filter for more or less visual suggestions.

6 VISUAL CAPTIONS SYSTEM
With the fine-tuned visual intent predictionmodel, we developed Vi-
sual Captions onARChat (details in appendix subsection A.1), a web-
based rapid prototyping platform where developers can quickly
build and deploy augmented communication systems. We addition-
ally built a settings page for users to customize the visual types to
generate, suggestion modes of the AI, and the visual layout.

6.1 Visual Captions Interface
6.1.1 Generating Visual Suggestions. Visual Captions automati-
cally suggests relevant visuals based on users’ conversation content
(Figure 9). Our system continuously retrieves the automatic cap-
tions from Google Meet, and queries for a window of captions every
100 ms. The queried caption is pre-processed and sent as the input
to the visual intent prediction model. This query window is cus-
tomizable on the settings page (6.2). By default, our system queries
the last two sentences, signified by end-of-sentence punctuation (“.”,
“?”, or “!”). To enable responsive visuals for incomplete sentences
(e.g., “Andy Warhol is one of” ), our system also queries visuals if it
has more than 𝑛min words (𝑛min = 4 by default).

The model predicts (1) the information to visualize, (2) the type
of visual to present, and (3) the source for the visual. For example, it

https://liubruce.me/visual_captions
https://beta.openai.com/docs/guides/fine-tuning
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Open-vocabulary
“We will cover the Newton’s Law of 
  Universal Gravitation”

Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Law of universal gravitation
Diagram
Internet Search

“Your aunt Amy will be visiting this Saturday.”
Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Aunt Amy
Photo
Personal Album

“Tokyo is in the Kanto region of Japan.”
Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Tokyo
Photo
Internet Search

Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Kanto Region of Japan
Map
Internet Search

Visual Content
“My favorite movie is the Matrix.”

Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

The movie Matrix
Poster
Internet Search

“In today’s lecture, we will learn a 
 mathematical concept, matrix”

Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

A math matrix
Diagram
Internet Search

Visual Source
“Yosemite in the winter is really beautiful.”

Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Yosemite in Winter
Photo
Internet Search

“We spent our weekend in Yosemite.” 
Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Yosemite
Photo
Personal Album

Visual Type
“Welcome to Los Agneles!”

Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Los Angeles
Photo
Internet Search

“So where do you want to visit in LA?”

Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Los Angeles
Map
Internet Search

Ambiguous Query
“I really like those blue potato chips.”

Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Blue potato chips
Photo
Internet Search

“You know, the triangular building in SF.” 
Visual Content:
Visual Type:
Visual Source:

Triangular buidling in SF
Photo
Internet Search

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Figure 8: Examples visual intent predictions by our model. Compared with keyword-based approaches, our system could
handle open-vocabulary conversations and contextually predict visual content, visual source, and visual type.

may suggest visualizing “Santa Monica pier at night” with an image
from online search. The returned information initiates different
pipelines based on the predicted visual type and source. For example,
if the model prediction returns “A photo of me and my family at
Disneyland from personal album”, our system will run a personal
album search and return the photo with the highest CLIP score [36],
i.e. a strong relationship between the language in the text and the
visual information in the image. If the model predicts “a map of Los
Angeles from online search”, our system will run an online image
search with the search term “A map of Los Angeles”, using the
Microsoft Bing Image Search API5

Visual Captions then creates a Visual Widget object which con-
tains attributes imgURL (the URL of the retrieved visual), description
(the search term), visual source, and visual type. Widgets are ren-
dered as an HTML element with the visual, the description in the
bottom-left corner and the source in the top-left corner (Figure 10),
and added to the video conference interface. Visual widgets are by
default 50% transparent (customizable setting) to make them more
ambient and less distracting to the main conversation, and change
to non-transparent on hover.

5Bing Image Search API: https://microsoft.com/bing/apis/bing-image-search-api

6.1.2 Scrolling View. In auto-suggest and on-demand-suggestmodes
where users have to explicitly approve our systems’ visual sugges-
tions, all generated visual widgets are first displayed in a private
Scrolling View (Figure 10A). The scrolling view automatically up-
dates when new visuals are suggested by the system, and removes
the oldest visual widget if it exceeds the maximum amount (cus-
tomizable # Max Visuals in the settings page). Similarly, emojis are
displayed in a separate scrolling view in the bottom right corner of
the screen (Figure 10C). When proactively suggesting visuals, our
system on average suggests a new visual every 7.6 seconds in our
user studies.

6.1.3 Spotlight View. To make an image visible to all parties, the
user may click the widget to move it to the Spotlight View (Fig-
ure 10B). Visuals in the spotlight view can be moved, resized, and
deleted.

6.2 Visual Captions Settings
The Visual Captions settings page (Figure 14) allow users to fully
customize how they prefer to control and display AI-suggested
visuals. For system functionality, users can enable or disable Visual
Captions, Emojis, and visuals from personal albums. Users can

https://microsoft.com/bing/apis/bing-image-search-api
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Speech-to-Text
100 ms interval

Retrieve last complete sentence
and last sentence > n_min 

“I just went to Disneyland with my family 
 last weekend, it was super fun! And...”

“I just went to Disneyland with my family 
 last weekend, it was super fun!”

Fine-tuned Language Model

Predict Visual Intents

<A photo> of <Disneyland> from <online image search>

<A photo> of <me and my family at Disneyland last weekend> 
from <personal album>

<A emoji> of <happy face> from <emoji search>

Online Image Search

Custom Database

Text Image Retrieval

Retrieve Relevant Visuals

A. Transcription Parsing

B. Visual Intents Prediction 

C. Visual Generation

Figure 9: Systemworkflow of Visual Captions. The workflow consists of three major steps: A. Transcription Parsing; B. Visual
Intents Prediction; C. Visual Generation.

additionally control what prediction model to use (from “Most
capable, but slower” to “Fastest, but less capable”), and how the
system queries for visuals (after certain number of words, or after
a complete sentence). The system can also suggest visuals based
on other meeting participants’ speech if enabled (All Participants’
captions). The layout of Visual Captions on Google Meet is also
customizable on the settings page.

6.3 AI Proactivity in Visual Captions
Informed by our formative study and pilot study, our system pro-
vides three levels of AI proactivity:

Auto-display (high-proactivity). In the auto-display mode, the sys-
tem autonomously searches and displays visuals publicly to all meet-
ing participants. AI has full control and no interaction is needed.
The scrolling view is disabled.

Auto-suggest (medium-proactivity). In the auto-suggest mode, the
suggested visuals will be shown in the private scrolling view. A
user then click’s a visual to display it publicly. In this mode, the AI
is proactively recommending visuals, but the user selects when and
what to display.

On-demand-suggest (low-proactivity). In the on-demand-suggest
mode, the AI will only suggest visuals if a user taps the space bar.
The system immediately queries the captions and stays on for 3
seconds to query the following speech.

7 EVALUATION
We first conducted a user study with 26 participants to evaluate
Visual Captions. We used a mixed-methods study design to gather
both data from participants’ survey responses and semi-structured
interviews. The study examined the following two research ques-
tions:
RQ1: How do people use visuals in real-time conversations, and
how do visuals affect people’s communication?
RQ2: How do people prefer to interact and collaborate with an AI
system (Visual Captions) when actively engaged in synchronous
human-human activities?

7.1 Pilot Study
We conducted three one-hour long pilot study with 6 participants (3
pairs) to gather initial feedback around the interaction and interface
design of Visual Captions. All 6 participants were recruited within
Google. In the pilot study, participants (labeled as P1 to P6) were
asked to use Visual Captions for a scripted conversation and an
open-ended conversation to test out the system, followed with a
contextual interview around system’s usability.

Participants identified three main issues: the emoji suggestions
were distracting and less useful, the lack of an “on-demand” mode,
and the lack of customization options. In response, Visual Captions
was updated to move the emoji suggestions to a separate, ambient
area of the screen and reduce their size, add an “on-demand-suggest”
mode which only suggests visuals when the user explicitly requests
them, and add a settings page to allow for customization. We inte-
grated all improvements and conducted our formal study with an
additional 20 participants.

7.2 Materials
We created three scripted dialogues on different topics: discuss
where to visit in Los Angeles, order food in a Japanese restaurant,
and chat about what they did over the weekend. All conversations
were around 5 minutes. Conversations were scripted to provide
controls for our data analysis, and allow Visual Captions to suggest
a variety of visuals for both participants throughout the study.
Participants were also allowed to go off-topic a little bit during the
scripted conversations.

7.3 Participants
We recruited 20 participants (9 female and 11 male) from our in-
stitution’s email list and internal communication channel, labeled
as P7 to P26. Participants were 21–61 years old (avg=29.5, std=9.4).
Participants had varying technical and non-technical backgrounds
including students, software engineers, research scientists, design-
ers, and product managers etc. 10 participants use video conferences
multiple times per day, five daily, four multiple times per week, and
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If you’re visiting LA, You should definitely visit Universal Studio and Disneyland. 

I just went to Disneyland with my family last weekend, and it was so much fun!

B A

C

1 2 3

4

1

2

3

5

4

5D

Figure 10: In Visual Captions’s interface (default auto-suggest mode), the scrolling view (A) displays privately candidates of
visual suggestions generated by our visual intent predictionmodel. Emoji suggestions are displayed on the bottom right corner
(C). Users can click and display the visual to the spotlight view (B) to share it publicly.

one weekly. Participants were recruited in pairs to fit the one-on-
one conversation scenarios in our study. Eight participants were
not close friends with their conversation partner. Each participant
was compensated with a $25 gift card for their completion of the
study.

7.4 Procedure
We conducted a one-hour-long study with each participant pair.
We set up two meeting rooms in our office. Each meeting room was
equipped with a laptop computer connected to a 32-inch monitor,
an external keyboard, and a wireless mouse. We created a Google
Meet room with Visual Captions connected before the study. We
also spent 10 minutes instructing participants how to use Visual
Captions and its settings page. Each participant tried all features and
experimented with the three AI proactivity levels before continuing
to the main part of the study.

Each participant pair was asked to act out four scripted conversa-
tions and have a 5-10 minutes open-ended conversation with each
other. We divided the study into three parts: (1) Verbal communica-
tion v.s. communication with visuals. First, participants act out the
same scripted conversation two times to directly compare their ex-
perience of conversation with and without visuals. All participants
used the auto-suggest mode. (2) AI proactivity. Participants then
proceed to test the auto-display and on-demand-suggest mode with
two additional conversations. (3) Open-ended conversation. Par-
ticipants use their preferred customized settings to open-endedly
chat with their study partner. After each conversation, we recorded
participants Task Load Index [14] and Likert scale ratings on their
feeling of control, intrusion, error, and interruption when interact-
ing with the system. After the open-ended conversation, partici-
pants rated the usefulness of visuals in conversations (questions in

appendix subsection C.2). Lastly we asked participants to compare
their overall experience with and without visuals and different AI
proactivity levels through semi-structured interviews. We recorded
the audio track for the entire study and the screen portion of using
the interface.

7.5 Findings: Using Real-time Visuals in
Conversations (RQ1)

We present our findings on the impact of visual augmentations in
conversations (RQ1) and how people prefer to interact with AIs
with different proactivity levels (RQ2).

7.5.1 How do people select and display visuals? Participants in our
study exhibited different practices when selecting and displaying
visuals. In the auto-suggest mode, some participants only looked
at visual suggestions in the scrolling view when they wanted to
show something visually. For instance, P9 mostly focused on the
conversations and would not notice visuals coming up. For him it
wasmore of a “purposeful action”. In contrast, P9’s study partner P10
continuously looked for new visuals whenever something popped
up, and always “take a quick look to see if it was something useful
to show”. P15 reported glancing at suggested visuals every time he
finished his sentence.

14 participants described that they would click and display a
visual to their study partner when they were trying to convey
complementary information. P14 and P21 also showed visuals when
they were trying to emphasize things. Participants’ decision of
whether to display a visual or not was largely impacted by the
conversational context and social norm. For example, P11 would
use more visuals in relaxed and casual conversations as something
funny to chat about. P18 said “it depends on who you’re talking to”.
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0 10 20

Creativity

Engagement

Clarification

Knowledge 1 - Strongly Disagree
2 - Disagree
3 - Somewhat Disagree
4 - Neither Agree or Disagree
5 - Somewhat Agree
6 - Agree
7 - Strongly Agree

Figure 11: Participants’ Likert scale ratings to (1) Knowledge: The suggested visuals can help me understand some unfamiliar
terms and concepts; (2) Clarification: The suggested visuals can help clarify ambiguity in the conversation; (3) Engagement:
The suggested visuals canmake the conversationmore interesting and enjoyable; (4) Creativity: The suggested visuals provided
topics to talk about or led the direction of the conversation.

P13 mentioned her hesitation when the system suggested a visual
based on a question she asked:

“Sometimes it shows visual answers of what I was asking
for, for example ‘what is tempura?’. Like should I be the
one to show it?” – P13

7.5.2 How are visuals useful? Helps Explain and Understand
Unfamiliar Concepts. Participants found real-time visuals to be
useful in conversations in multiple aspects. From the study survey
responses, participants rated the statement “The suggested visuals
can help me understand some unfamiliar terms and concepts and
make the conversationmore informative” with a 5—Somewhat Agree
or greater 80% of the time (Figure 11). They found Visual Captions
useful to learn unfamiliar concepts or words without having to ask
explicitly:

“The system is especially helpful when it shows me
something I don’t know, like in this example it shows
me a picture of Rodeo Drive. Whenever I’m confused I
can just take a look at the right side and see intuitively
what they are.” – P10

In addition to understanding unfamiliar concepts in conversations,
participants foundVisual Captions to be helpful in explaining things
to their conversational partners. P14 used visuals to more easily
describe places to visit to her friend:

“When I would really want visuals is like people don’t
know what I was talking about. For example when I
just mentioned Santa Monica Pier, it’s great that I can
easily explain what it is.” – P14

Makes Known Information More Intuitive 6 participants also
reported that visuals helped them with known phrases by making
the information more intuitive and easy to convey. For example,
P20 enjoyed having visuals of famous paintings to supplement
his description: “When I talked about the Starry Night painting it
was really good to have a picture there.” Participants reported that
when they wanted to quickly explain a concept without having to
describe all details, they found visuals helpful:

“Having it pop up and being able to see what the dishes
would have been extremely useful. We just had a visual
representation of the appetizers, and be like oh I want
this one and that one, and then we would see it very
quickly.” – P16

Clarifies Ambiguities in Language. Participants reported that
Visual Captions helped them clarify ambiguities in their verbal
conversations. In several cases, participants used visuals to clarify
objects or information that was abstract. 18 participants (Figure 11)
agreed that the suggested visuals help clarify ambiguity in con-
versations (≥ 5 — Somewhat Agree). P21 mentioned that during
her conversation, “whenever you’re bringing up something that he
wasn’t sure which I’m talking about, you can just select the right
image.” Similarly P17 described a case where he could select the
correct visuals to illustrate what he meant:

Back in the beginning when we were talking about the
Avatar, there are like four or five different versions we
might be discussing, the picture helped crystallize it
instantly. – P17

Makes ConversationsMore Fun and Engaging. 19 participants
(Figure 11) found visuals to help make conversations more fun and
engaging (≥ 5—Somewhat Agree). Specifically, participants were
able to communicate with more information and “it makes the
conversation longer and more interactive” (P9). Participants reported
that they had richer conversations with their conversation partners:

“When chatting with recommended pictures, our inter-
action has increased. The conversation is getting longer
with more content.” – P14

Interestingly, four participants reported that sometimes incorrect
visuals suggestions also made their conversations more fun: “Espe-
cially when it suggests funny visuals that were not expected. Some-
times the AI errors were kinda funny.” (P12)
Reduces Efforts in Search for Visuals. Participants found that
Visual Captions reduced laborious search and sharing screen when
explaining certain concepts: “It is very interesting and necessary to
have them. If we talk about something, we search and this is much
faster and easier” (P11). Two participants mentioned they could
grant the system access to their personal albums and Instagram
posts when talking to their parents or close friends. P20 said it
would be “so much easier for me to show photos from my recent trips
when talking about it”.

7.5.3 How visuals impact the way people communicate? Visual
CaptionsGuidedConversations andProvidedNewTopics. In
open-ended conversations, participants found that Visual Captions
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guided their conversations as they would often start talking about
the visuals when they showed up. For example, P13 described:

“I feel like we were responding to the photos. When we
were talking about a whale watching tour, it suggested
an image of people on a very small boat. We got to
further discuss what boat I was on in the tour and so
on.” – P13

Visuals are also helpful to find new topics to get to know each
other, especially for those who were unfamiliar with their study
partners. 13 participants rated the statement “The suggested visuals
provided topics to talk about or led the direction of the conversation”
with greater or equal to 5—Somewhat Agree (Figure 11). Moreover,
in our scripted conversations, a majority of the participants did
not strictly follow the script and sparked emotional remarks or
engaging actions. For example, after P11 said “Let me show you
a picture of Rodeo Drive”, P12 answered “Wow, it appears looking
really pretty” instead of the “I’ll have to check it out” as originally
scripted.
Distractions of Visual Captions. To our surprise, participants
did not find conversations with extra visuals to be more mentally
(Mann-Whitney U test 𝑝 > 0.05) or physically demanding (𝑝 >

0.05) than normal conversations when the system is proactively
suggesting visuals (i.e. auto-display and auto-suggest), and did not
find it to be more stressful or annoying (𝑝 > 0.05) in any condition
(Figure 12). While many participants found Visual Captions to
be “not distracting at all” (P21), some found Visual Captions to
disrupt the conversation flow in two ways: interaction required for
selecting and displaying visuals (more discussion in subsection 7.6),
and deciding what visuals to display. Participants reported that
sometimes they needed to switch their mind to decide whether a
visual is appropriate:

“It takes some time to identify which images are proper
to share. It interrupts the conversation a little bit, but
otherwise I feel OK.” – P7

7.5.4 Improvements and Opportunities. Over half of the partici-
pants envisioned to use Visual Captions with augmented reality
glasses. Participants suggested that it would be more natural and
less intrusive, especially for in-person conversations. P12 particu-
larly mentioned the use of hand gestures to intuitively select and
display visuals. Other participants also mentioned accessibility use
cases of Visual Captions for people with dyslexia or language bar-
riers. In addition, many participants were excited about expanding
this tool into professional settings, and use it in their work to re-
trieve slides, profiles, internal links etc.

7.6 Findings: Interacting with AI (RQ2)
7.6.1 People have a large variance of AI proactivity level preferred.
Participants in our user study had diverging preferences over the
AI’s proactivity level, even within the same study pairs. Six partici-
pants preferred the auto-display mode, seven preferred the auto-
suggest mode, and seven preferred the on-demand-suggest mode.
Auto-Display Mode. Participants who preferred the auto-display
mode liked that almost no interaction was needed to activate and
display the visuals, as P7 mentioned, “Not having to click is huge
for me.” On a scale from 1 to 7, participants rated their effort using

the auto-display mode (` = 1.35, 𝜎 = 0.73) to be less than auto-
suggest (` = 4.05, 𝜎 = 1.07) and on-demand-suggest modes (` =

4.4, 𝜎 = 1.28), with statistical significance (Mann-Whitney U test
𝑝 < 0.0001).

However, some participants complained about it being prone to
errors and having less control: “Sometimes I don’t want to emphasize
the point, but it suddenly shows an image...” (P9). From our survey
responses, participants felt that the auto-display mode provided
significantly less (𝑝 < 0.01) control (` = 2.55, 𝜎 = 1.32) com-
pared to auto-suggest (` = 4.9, 𝜎 = 1.67) and on-demand-suggest
(` = 5.15, 𝜎 = 1.28), and were harder to override system mistakes
(𝑝 < 0.001). For example, P17 had to pay attention all the time to not
risk showing something inappropriate: “It interrupt my conversation
because I always pay attention to the spotlight view, and immediately
check whether the image displayed is appropriate.” In contrast, par-
ticipants who preferred auto-display felt that the incorrect visuals
did not matter that much:

“If it shows an image incorrectly, I just feel like it’s
an imperfect tool. Just like textual captions, it’s not
accurate and I just accept that fact.” – P20

Privacy is another concern in the auto-display mode. Although
we did not observe any statistical difference in participants’ re-
sponses, some participants mentioned that the system could ac-
cidentally show private photos without permission: “I don’t want
to show my personal album without confirmation.” (P7) In our user
study, while our system can suggest personal visual intents, we did
not use real images from personal albums for privacy reasons. This
is a limitation of the study, and it would be important to understand
how people would feel about having real personal visuals suggested
or displayed, especially in the auto-display mode. In future, imple-
menting safeguards such as an extra confirmation of private photos
may give users more control over their privacy.
Auto-SuggestMode. Seven participants preferred the auto-suggest
mode, as they felt that they could better understand the system’s
capabilities in the private scrolling view and share with others when
needed: “During the conversation, I really like talking when these
things pop out, so we really know what it is like” (P8). Participants
who preferred this mode usually “only look for visuals when I want
to show something.” (P12).

Other participants did not like selecting from the scrolling view:
“It takes some time to identify which images are proper to share.” (P22).
Some mentioned that this mode increased the cognitive burden and
distracted their attention as visuals are being constantly suggested
in the scrolling view:

“For me it was kind of a distraction from the the con-
versation because typically I don’t look away from the
person when I talk, and I think having something mov-
ing in the frame is kind of distracting” – P14

On-Demand-Suggest Mode. Although participants rated the on-
demand-suggest mode to the most mentally and physically demand-
ing (Figure 12), seven participants preferred this mode. Participants
considered it to be the least distracting and appreciated having full
control over when to query for a visual:

“I prefer the tap one since I feel like I was controlling
whether I want to show something. It’s less mental over-
load and distraction because I would only activate it
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Figure 12: Participants’ Task Load Index and Likert scale ratings (from 1 - Strongly Disagree to 7 - Strongly Agree) to four con-
versations with different Visual Captions modes: No VC, Auto-Display, Auto-Suggest and On-Demand Suggest, with 95% confi-
dence interval bar. In the Task Load Index questions we asked participants their feeling of mental demand, physical demand,
frustration (how stressed and annoyed), temporal demand (how hurried and rushed), and effort. In Likert scale questions we
asked participants about their experience interacting with the AI, and their feeling of having control, AI intrusiveness, diffi-
culty to override errors, and AI’s interruption to the conversation. We additionally annotated statistical tests (Mann-Whitney
U) results between different conditions: ns (non-significant), * (p<.05), ** (p<.01), *** (p<.001).

when I want, and <it> also <has> less things on the
screen.” – P13

P17 also found this mode to seemingly provide the most accurate
visual suggestions, because “I’m only seeing visuals I requested.”

Participants who did not like on-demand-suggest felt too much
interaction effort was needed to display a visual. Interestingly, al-
though the latency of visual suggestions should be the same for all
three modes on average, participants repeatedly reported that they
felt significantly more delay when using the on-demand-suggest
mode. We hypothesize that when humans are taking the initiative,
people are more sensitive to when they started the query, and thus
a more obvious feeling of delay. While with proactive AI, people are
mostly paying attention to the main conversation. Because of this
perceived delay, several participants found it hard to understand
the internal state of the system: “It’s hard for me to know when to
press the spacebar, and once I pressed the spacebar, did it trigger the
system or there’s just no suggestions?” (P8). Participants sometimes
had to interrupt their conversation to wait for something to show
up:

“I have to pause for a bit after I hit the space and hoping
that the right thing will show up. ” – P21

8 CASE STUDY: USAGE OF VISUAL CAPTIONS
IN-THE-WILD

To further understand how people would integrate real-time visual
augmentations into their daily conversations, we distributed Visual
Captions let people try it in-the-wild for two weeks. We recruited
10 participants (5 females, age: 22 − 33, avg=28.5, std=3.8) via email
invitations and social channels in Google, labeled as U1 to U10. Six
users previously participated in our lab study. We encouraged par-
ticipants to use Visual Captions in every meeting during the week.

Participants filled in an entry survey and an experience sampling
survey every three days.
Using Visual Captions Beyond One-on-one Conversations.
One limitation of our case study is we recruited participants within
our institution due to confidentiality, and participants had mostly
work-related meetings where Visual Captions was not specifically
designed for. However, all participants still used Visual Captions in
various scenarios: 4 users used Visual Captions in multiple meetings
per day, 2 users about once a day, and 4 users multiple times a week.

Participants reported not only using Visual Captions in one-
on-one meetings, but also in team meetings, remote social events,
and listening to online talks, where multiple parties were involved.
“I used Visual Caption in a team social with my colleagues for 45
minutes, we were talking about favorite board games and weekend
plans.” (U7), “I used VC with other team members to talk about their
experiences with a demo. Emotions during the talk were conveyed by
emojis.” (U3). In such many-to-many scenarios, participants found
Visual Captions especially attract attention from the audience:

“I was doing a self-introduction in a group social event,
and it really attracted people’s attention and increased
the fun and engagement at the beginning.” – U2

Visual Captions Improve Expressiveness and Reduce Social
Awkwardness. Some participants used Visual Captions as an im-
plicit self-expressive tool for listeners. They noted that Visual Cap-
tions was especially helpful in large team meetings, as it allowed
them to express their thoughts and feelings without interrupting
others, through a parallel visual channel. “Showing the suggested
emoji on the screen also prevents interrupting with other people’s
talking while expressing oneself’s agreement or rejection.” (U5)

In addition, Visual Captions reduces embarrassment and frictions
for foreigners or laymen of specific topics in social scenarios. For
non-native speakers, Visual Captions offers a parallel channels for
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users to quickly catch up with concepts that are familiar to others.
“It helped understand unfamiliar words in English as a non-native
speaker. E.g., Andromeda.” (U3) “’VC pops up images for words that I
don’t understand, like ‘groomhaven’, ‘borg sphere’ in a social meetup.”
(U9)

Users Prefer Different AI Proactivity in Different Scenar-
ios. All six participants who participated in our lab study reported
continuing using their preferred AI proactivity level in the case
study. However, many participants reported that during the deploy-
ment, they were more likely to change the AI proactivity levels
depending on the type of meetings, indicating their preferences for
different levels of AI proactivity in different social scenarios. For
example:

“I use automatic (auto-display) mode all the time, but
change to on-demand mode in important meetings be-
cause I don’t want to interrupt other speakers.” – U6

In one-on-one meetings, users may prefer a higher level of AI
proactivity to enhance their own expressiveness, while in impor-
tant group meetings they may prefer a lower level of AI proactivity
to avoid interrupting other speakers. Similarly, U7 described that “I
used VC to show images of my own words in 1:1 meetings but show
images of everyone’s words in a group meeting using the auto-suggest
mode.” This highlight the importance of providing users with flexi-
ble control over the level of AI proactivity in Visual Captions.

9 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
We describe the limitations of our system, discuss the implications
and envision future opportunities:
Visual Appropriateness in Conversation. We identified two
major causes of errors in Visual Captions. First, we observed that
many of the visual suggestion errors come from incorrect captions.
As our system relies on automatic speech recognition (ASR) as the
input to the model, imprecise ASR results may lead to drastically
incorrect visual suggestions. In future, we could leverage methods
like topic modeling [48] and summarization [13] to compute a vi-
sual appropriateness score, to determine how relevant the visual is
to the current conversation.

Several participants alsomentioned that one of theirmain sources
of distraction was to think about whether they want to display the
visual. To this end, another aspect of the visual appropriateness
measure would be to understand how appropriate it is to show the
visual to others, given the current context, relationship with the
person, and timing. Having a threshold to filter out all inappropriate
visuals would be especially helpful in the auto-display mode.
Promptness-Accuracy Trade-off. The second main cause of er-
ror in Visual Captions is that it greedily retrieve unfinished sen-
tences to ensure promptness in visual suggestions. For example, in
the sentence “San Francisco is a beautiful city”, if the algorithm acts
too aggressive it may incorrectly query “San”, leading to incorrect
images. This problem of when to query for visuals is fundamentally
similar to the problem of when to transcribe and when to translate in
live speech. Recent research have proposed the Wait-K policy and
to predict stability scores of new phrases [4]. In future we could
employ a similar approach to search for visuals that have high
probability to be stable.
Improvement of Visual Suggestions.

Personalized Visual Suggestions: Many participants use Visual
Captions to explain information that their study partner did not
know, and understand concepts that they were not familiar with.
However, already known concepts may feel redundant. It still re-
mains an open question that how to model people’s familiarity with
different concepts or knowledge, without privacy risks. In our case,
we could explore online learning algorithms to continuously adapt
the model to user’s personal preferences.

Integrating Text-to-image Models: Recent advances in contrastive
language models [36] and diffusion models in vision [18, 24, 41, 43]
have fostered a few groundbreaking text-to-image systems: DALLE-
2 [37], ImageGen [40], Parti [52], etc. While such models generate
delicate visuals based on descriptions, our system infers the implicit
visual intent of human conversations. However, it is interesting
to explore integrating these text-to-image models into our system
when people’s visual intents are detected to be creative and imagi-
native, in scenarios such as brainstorming and storytelling.

Visual Coherence: It would also be beneficial for Visual Captions
to consider coherence in visual styles and formats throughout a
conversation. For example when discussing different data plots, it
would be beneficial if the plots generated throughout the conversa-
tion were coherent in style, such as being generated with the same
visualization tool like pyplot. In future, we plan to explore the use
of consistent tools and style metrics to generate visuals that are
coherent across a conversation.
The Future of Augmenting Verbal Communication with Vi-
suals. In this paper, we explored augmenting verbal communication
with visuals on videoconferencing platforms, as it is one of the most
common way people communicate. However, as shown in our de-
sign space (subsection 3.2), we believe that the possible applications
are much broader. For example, future systems could explore aug-
menting in-person conversations with 3D visuals and hand gestures
in augmented reality or a metaverse like Geollery [11, 12], generat-
ing visual effects from verbal speech, or using real-time visuals for
brainstorming and to assist creative writings.
Does a One-size-fits-all Human-AI Interaction Mode Exist?
Participants had a large variance in the level of AI proactivity they
preferred — 6 preferred auto-display, 7 preferred auto-suggest and
7 preferred on-demand-suggest. Participants also would like to
use different AI proactivity levels under different social scenarios.
While a number of recent research have proposed new human-
AI collaborative systems and aimed to find an optimal human-AI
interaction paradigm, there is an opportunity to investigate how to
design and provide systems that are adaptive, with different levels
of human and AI initiatives.

10 CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented our vision and implementation of Visual
Captions, a human-AI system designed to visually augment real-
time conversations. We shared how we worked with crowdworkers
to gather 1595 visual intents to fine-tune a large language model
to power our system, and report on the results from a formative
study that informed the development of a design space for systems
like ours. Our system, Visual Captions, was designed as a virtual
camera and is therefore compatible with today’s popular video
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conferencing systems. As a Chrome browser plugin, it can lever-
age state-of-the-art real-time speech transcription and be easily
installed by end users with no other dependencies. This approach
allowed us to evaluate the capabilities in both a user study and a
longer deployment study. The results suggest that Visual Captions
has the potential to facilitate live conversations with valuable visual
content.
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A VISUAL CAPTIONS SYSTEM
A.1 ARChat: A Rapid Prototyping Platform for

Augmented Communication
Given the growing trend of remote work, we developed ARChat to
enable large-scale and long-term deployment of augmented com-
munication prototypes. ARChat is a rapid prototyping framework
written in TypeScript and JavaScript with native support for speech-
to-text, TensorFlow.js, 3D rendering. It can also be deployed as a
Chrome browser plugin. In contrast to former systems that leverage
WebRTC protocols for custom augmented communication proto-
types [16, 20], ARChat integrates with existing videoconferencing
platforms (e.g., Google Meet, Zoom, Microsoft Teams) by simulating
a virtual camera to process audiovisual sources and render aug-
mented views. We fetch the video stream of the user’s selected
camera, render the frame to an off-screen canvas with our aug-
mented content, then stream the canvas to the simulated virtual
camera via a local WebRTC stream. The off-screen canvas enables
prototyping of interfaces with text, image, and even 3D graphics
in real time, which can be shared with other participants in video
conferences, even if they don’t have ARChat installed. When used
as a Chrome plugin, ARChat also supports fetching cloud-based
subtitles from videoconferencing platforms (e.g., Google Meet) to
leverage state-of-the-art web-based speech-to-text. For this work,
ARChat has facilitated deployment to remote study participants
who can enable the plugin in Chrome to gather insights from the
use of Visual Captions in everyday meetings.

A.2 Settings Page
Figure 14 shows the settings page of Visual Captions.

B CROWDSOURCING TASK
B.1 Crowdsourcing Task Instruction
Figure 13 shows our task instruction and examples provided to
crowdworkers before they proceed to tasks.

B.2 VC1.5K Topic Distribution
h Figure 15 shows topic counts for conversation categories in the
VC1.5K dataset.
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Figure 13: Task instructions and examples we provided to crowdworkers on Amazon MTurk.

C STUDY DESIGN
C.1 Technical Evaluation Survey Questions
We asked crowdworkers to rate their agreement with the following
statements for each visual suggestion:

Q1 I would like to display the visual when having the conversa-
tion.

Q2 The displayed visual provides useful information to the con-
versation.

Figure 14: Visual Captions allows users to customize settings
including levels of AI proactivity, whether to suggest emoji
or personal images, punctuality of visual suggestions, visual
suggestion models, etc.

Q3 The displayed visual is relevant to the conversation.
Q4 The displayed visual is appealing and of high-quality.
Q5 The displayed visual is presented in an appropriate visual

type (e.g. image vs. emoji).
Q6 The displayed visual is selected from a correct source (e.g.

online search vs. personal).

C.2 User Study Questions
After each study condition, we ask participants the following ques-
tions:

C.2.1 Task Load Index.

• Mental demand: how mentally demanding was the conver-
sation?

• Physical demand: how physically demanding was the con-
versation?

• Frustration: How stressed and annoyed were you during the
conversation?

• (only with VC) Temporal demand: how hurried or rushed
was the pace of using Visual Captions?

• (only with VC) Performance: How successful were you in
selecting and displaying the desired visuals?
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Figure 15: Topic counts for each category in the VC1.5K
dataset.
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• (only with VC) Effort: How hard did you have to work to
select and display the visuals while having the conversation?

C.2.2 Interaction with AI.

• I feel like I have control over what image to be displayed.
• I feel such a system could infringe my privacy and is intru-
sive.

• The system could make a mistake that would be hard for me
to override.

• The system interrupted my conversation experience.
After the open-ended conversation, we asked participants to rate

their agreement with the following statements:

C.2.3 How Visuals Help?

• Knowledge: The suggested visuals can help me understand
some unfamiliar terms and concepts, or make the conversa-
tion more informative.

• Clarification: The suggested visuals can help clarify ambigu-
ity in the conversation.

• Engagement: The suggested visuals can make the conversa-
tion more interesting and enjoyable.

• Creativity: The suggested visuals provided topics to talk
about or led the direction of the conversation.

D USER STUDY RESULTS
We visualize the detailed distribution of participants’ answers to
Task Load Index and Likert-scale questions, comparing the usage
of Visual Captions and different modes of Visual Captions.
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Mental
Demand

Physical
Demand

Frustration
Temporal
Demand

Effort Performance Control Intrusive Error-prone Interruptive

No VC 2.1 (1.34) 1.7 (1.19) 2.1 (1.45) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Auto-Display 2.25 (1.44) 1.7 (1.23) 2.45 (1.6) 2.65 (1.35) 1.35 (0.73) 3.85 (1.31) 2.55 (1.32) 3.85 (1.65) 5.65 (1.24) 4.15 (1.56)
Auto-Suggest 3.25 (1.22) 2.85 (1.77) 2.05 (1.2) 3.7 (1.45) 4.05 (1.07) 4.8 (1.4) 4.9 (1.67) 2.5 (1.6) 2.7 (1.62) 3.65 (1.28)
On-demand-Suggest 3.95 (1.56) 4.05 (1.8) 3.45 (1.99) 2.55 (1.12) 4.4 (1.28) 3.85 (1.35) 5.15 (1.28) 2.35 (1.28) 2.6 (1.28) 4.75 (1.37)

Table 1: Means (standard deviations) of participants ratings to user study questions.

Figure 16: Detailed distribution of participants’ answers to Task Load Index questions.
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Figure 17: Detailed distribution of participants’ answers to Likert-scale questions, comparing different modes of Visual Cap-
tions.
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